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Abstract

Changing teacher practices to improve student learning is a challenge. For teachers’ practices to change, faculties within schools must build communities of practice. However, supporting teachers’ collaborative learning within a Professional Learning Team can be an elusive challenge. We found through the Instructional Learning Team (ILT) model of professional development that teachers have a focused model to make effective changes to their practice. ILTs promote school improvement by providing a process through which teachers collaboratively focus on sustained reflection about student learning tasks, instruction, and student work using the Japanese Lesson Study and critiquing their work using Newmann’s (1996) Intellectual Quality framework. We followed two teams of teachers over a semester and qualitatively examined changes in four elements of professional learning: shared ideas and values, focus on student learning, reflective dialogue, and deprivatization of practice. Through the ILT process all four elements of professional learning communities increased. This process of changing practice through examining instructional tasks, practices and student work has a direct impact on helping teachers move toward implementing the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
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1. Literature Review

Changing teacher practices to improve student learning is a challenge in United States public schooling. According to DuFour and Eaker (1998) and Smith (2003), for teachers’ practices as a whole to change, faculties within schools must build communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). Improved practices can be achieved through a collaborative environment focusing on the instruction, curricular materials and student work (Newmann & Associates, 1996). A professional development model: Instructional Learning Teams (ILTs) promote school improvement by providing a process through which teachers collaborate with other professionals using rubrics to guide reflective discourse regarding tasks, instruction, and student work while engaging in short cycles of informal action research (Newmann, Secada, & Wehlage, 1995; Stewart & Brendefur, 2005b). For over a century, U.S. teachers have been disenfranchised as passive receivers of university-based research. We aim to contribute to Stenhouse’s argument that teacher “research [is] the route to teacher emancipation” (cited in Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, p. 8). In order for teachers to examine their work in ways to increase student understanding, we combined the Japanese Lesson Study, intellectual quality and professional learning communities. The purpose of this paper is to describe how these elements of research are put together to form Instructional Learning Teams (ILTs) and to describe the results of two case studies implementing ILTs.

The ILT model allows teachers a meaningful way to examine their practices. It provides them with a framework for new discourse, acculturating them into a learning community committed to working on improved practice and improved student learning and performance. This type of team and individual study is a “rigorous examination of one’s own practice as a basis for professional development, the idea is that each school, and indeed each classroom, is a laboratory in which the curriculum and problems experienced as problems by teachers are subjected to empirical examination by practitioners” (Henson, 1996, p. 53). Learning to teach well, even for veteran teachers, is a complex, uncertain, and difficult task. However, quality teaching is an essential ingredient to increasing student achievement and promoting student understanding (Haycock,
This argument rests on the premise that if schools want students to read well, do mathematics and science, understand history, solve problems, communicate ideas, and reason, then we have to provide teachers with different professional development opportunities than they have had in the past (Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999).

One key to promoting and increasing student achievement lies in improving instructional practices. The literature is ripe with examples and evidence that changing teachers’ instructional practices is difficult because of the cultural nature of living within a specific and constrained community of teaching practice (Frykholm, 2004; Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Zeichner & Gore, 1990). There are also a handful of examples that clearly demonstrate teachers can change their practices to be more consistent with what the reform documents suggest (see MSEB, 1990; NCTM, 2000) and increase student achievement on standardized measures and promote deeper understanding of ideas.

1.1 Japanese Lesson Study

The Japanese Lesson Study process, which gained international prominence during the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Hiebert & Stigler, 2000; Lewis, 2002; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999), is similar to action research – cycles of informal research or reflective problem solving initiated by practitioners - in that it is a systematic inquiry about an instructional problem. While lesson study forms the core of Japanese professional development, it is still a novelty for U.S. teachers. This is not surprising to most teacher educators because it is not routine for U.S. universities to prepare preservice or inservice teachers to conduct classroom research or study their practice (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009; Lampert & Ball, 1999). In fact, “the low involvement [in research] is attributable, at least in part, to the failure of preservice programs to prepare and require students to conduct research” (Henson, 1996, p. 55). Also, once actively practicing, “U.S. teachers participate in workshops and short-term professional development events at similar levels as teachers in other nations. But the United States is far behind in providing public school teachers with opportunities to participate in extended learning opportunities and productive collaborative communities” (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009, p. 6).

Teachers should not only engage with theory and practice in concert, but also become involved in lesson studies. This provides a format for all teachers to facilitate their development as professionals where they learn about their practice and increase student performance. As Japan is significantly different in social and educational characteristics, lesson study must be adapted to the U.S. context.

The lesson study process incorporates many elements of effective professional development experiences (Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008; Desimone, 2009; Heck, Banilower, Weiss, & Rosenberg, 2008; Hord, 1997; Lewis, 2002). The steps include:

1) Collaboratively identify a question or difficulty the team would like to explore.
2) The team investigates current research on the identified issue that enables them to become knowledgeable about best teaching practices and to learn how students’ think about that topic.
3) The team creates a lesson or series of lessons addressing the identified issue.
4) One team member teaches the lesson, while others actively observe, take notes, and, if possible, videotapes the lesson. This documentation of teaching and learning provides an avenue for the next step.
5) The team engages in processing reactions, reflections, and modifications of the lesson. During this process, teachers investigate the instructional strategies chosen and the student responses using these data to generate alternate possibilities, leading to a modification of the lesson(s).
6) A different team member teaches the modified lesson. Steps 4 through 6 repeat until the team is comfortable with the results. Following this, the lesson is analyzed as a whole in which student understandings and performances are acknowledged and attributions to success or failure are delineated.
7) Every lesson study concludes with a detailed written report that can be employed by other teachers in their classrooms (Henson, 1996; Lewis, 2002).

1.2 Intellectual Quality

Because professional development experiences similar to lesson study or action research are not common place in the U.S. and because educators are not used to critiquing their own and peer’s practice, we use the lens of intellectual quality to frame teachers’ discourse within an ILT. Newmann and Associates (1996) proposed the use of rubrics for identifying what they called intellectual quality. In the ILT process, these rubrics (adapted from Newmann et al.,
1995; see Stewart & Brendefur, 2005b) focused the discussion of team members around specific elements of the tasks given to students, the type of instructional practices performed, and work created by students as they engaged with the tasks and instruction. Three crucial components of the intellectual quality model reflected within the task, instruction, and student work rubrics include construction of knowledge, disciplined inquiry, and value beyond school (Newmann et al., 1995). The intellectual quality model has demonstrated that teachers whose pedagogy rates higher on the rubrics have students who perform higher on standardized achievement tests (ITBS, NAEP) than teachers who rate lower on the scales (Newmann & Associates, 1996).

As educators, one of our charges is to foster ways of knowing which prepare students to make connections, to communicate about ideas, to reason, and to solve traditional and novel problems. 21st century learning (Bellanca & Brandt, 2010) and Common Core State Standards (NGA, 2010) both charge public schools with higher expectations of student engagement in authentic tasks, inquiry and problem solving. Newmann et al (1995) state that “judgments of intellectual quality applied to a lesson, assessment activity, or sample of student performance usually imply one or both of the following criteria: the legitimacy of the content . . . accuracy . . . [and] a third must be added . . . .authenticity” (p. 3). Newmann (1996) demonstrated that when teachers focused on construction of knowledge, disciplined inquiry, and value beyond instruction, students at differing cognitive abilities and backgrounds increased their scores on traditional achievement tests. With two new assessments (PARCC, 2013; SBAC, 2013) on the horizon, both will assess more elements than traditional tests: deeper conceptual understanding, problem solving, and reasoning (which includes the ability to critique others’ reasoning). Newmann’s criteria theoretically fit these new components, which may lead to an even stronger relationship between teachers’ practices and student achievement. Intellectual quality is defined by these three constructs, which help organize content within the rubrics and are used during ILT collaborations.

1.2.1 Construction of Knowledge

Constructing or producing knowledge means that students engage with tasks that require making sense of a situation or phenomenon through discussions and exploration that rely on their prior knowledge and available resources (Newmann et al., 1995). This differs from asking students to reproduce or copy knowledge that has been given to them. When constructing knowledge authentically rarely is there merely one way to derive a solution and at times there is the opportunity for more than one correct solution to be found.

1.2.2 Disciplined Inquiry

Disciplined inquiry relates to the intellectual processes students go through while solving problems (Newmann et al., 1995). These processes include three components: use of prior knowledge, development of in-depth understanding, and elaborated communication. Prior knowledge consists of each student’s existing knowledge of facts, rules, algorithms (whether informal or formal), and general knowledge relevant to the problem at hand. In most conventional classrooms, which include k-12 and university courses, teachers remind students of applicable prior knowledge they should have learned and then present problems for students to practice reproducing this knowledge (Frykholm, 2004). This type of rote practice does not afford students with opportunities to build relational knowledge, where existing understandings are used to make sense of new information. Development of in-depth understanding requires students sustain a focus on a significant topic, demonstrate complex understandings by arriving at conclusions, or explain how complex problems may be solved. Elaborated communication, the third component of disciplined inquiry, entails written and oral conversation that goes beyond recitation. Students need to express their ideas through words, symbols, and products, with other students and with others more experienced in the field.

1.2.3 Value beyond Instruction

Engaging students in tasks that have value beyond the immediate activity is the third intellectual quality standard. “Authentic achievements have aesthetic, utilitarian, or personal value apart from documenting the competence of the learner” (Newmann & Archbald, 1992, p. 74). Giving students the chance to work on realistic problems or communicate their understanding to an audience outside of school, adds value to the task that goes beyond learning content simply to advance in school.

The idea that learning involves a deepening process of participation in a community of practice has gained significant ground in recent years (Smith, 2003). Professional Learning Communities (DuFour, Eaker, & DuFour, 2005) are examples of educational communities that share common cultural characteristics. “Reculturing” of schools is necessary to promote the type of reform advocated by the CCSS and that gets to the heart of education and schools – improved student achievement through authentic learning. The characteristics of communities of practice, professional learning communities, and the ILT model hold potential to help facilitate this necessary reculturing.
1.3 Professional Learning Communities

One way to analyze Instructional Learning Teams is to situate them against the research on professional learning communities and the collaborative work of teams within these communities. Initially, ILTs build communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). This means each member is expected to fully participate via collaboration and reflection on shared goals. One way to do this is to structure the conversations around objective measures, such as the task, the instruction, and students’ work. Teachers will share in the collaborative process of building the lessons and reflecting on the pedagogical process leading up to student performance (Fullan, 1993; Rogoff, Turkanis, & Bartlett, 2001; Stewart & Brendefur, 2005a).

Fullan (2001) stated that “most strategies for reform focus on structures, formal requirements, and event-based activities [that] do not struggle directly with existing cultures and which new values and practices may be required” (p. 34). Reculturing is necessary for change to occur and be sustained. It is how teachers come to question and change their beliefs and habits (Fullan, 2001). A fundamental way to reculture schools is transform them into professional learning communities (DuFour & Eaker, 1998; DuFour et al., 2005; Hord, 1997), but to do so requires providing structures that support objective discourse focused on student learning and practice. The idea is to promote school improvement while also providing a process through which teachers focus on deep school-wide learning issues, collaborate with other professionals, and have time for sustained reflection about beliefs and practices.

Researchers have listed critical elements essential to creating professional learning communities: shared norms and values, a focus on student learning, reflective dialogue, deprivatization of practice, collaborative teams, action orientation and experimentation, continuous improvement, and a results orientation (DuFour & Eaker, 1998; Louis, Kruse, & Marks, 1996). After briefly describing the first four elements listed above, we use these elements as a lens to analyze the strength of the ILTs and our initial research questions. This integration provides a more robust and triangulated body of research to support the ILT process.

1.3.1 Shared Norms and Values

To bring teachers and administrators together for the purpose of participating in a professional learning community they must share a common vision of values central to teachers’ work. Shared understanding of common values and a collective commitment to guiding principles are what separates a learning community from traditional school faculty. These guiding principles include such things as teachers’ beliefs about students’ ability to learn, priorities in education, and the roles of parents, teachers and administrators. The following questions must be asked: What must all students know and be able to do? How do we facilitate and measure student learning? How will we respond when students do not learn? How will we respond when students do learn?” These questions must be asked and the answers clearly communicated with parents and students and reinforced by the actions and practices of teachers and the school or even school district as a whole. Mission, vision, and values are integrated into each element essential to learning communities.

1.3.2 Focus on Student Learning

By focusing on student learning, teachers begin to professionalize their discussions. Asking what is most important for students to learn and how we develop student understanding and application of curricular concepts becomes the driving force of change. Attention to student and faculty learning is the core of professional learning communities (Hord, 1997). Faculty discussions and actions centered on enhancing student learning through instruction are the basis for improving opportunities for learning. By collaborating and communicating with other teachers this focus on learning, a clear consistent message is developed and sent to students.

1.3.3 Reflective Dialogue and Collective Inquiry

Collaborative reflection on curriculum, instruction and student development can lead to a greater awareness of the practice of teaching and its effect on students. Continual questioning of the status quo, testing strategies, teaching methods, and educational practices is the catalyst for growth in a professional learning community. Collective inquiry can lead participants to recognize that the process of searching for answers is often more important than having an answer. However, collaborative teams need structures and tools to support this type of reflection and inquiry.

1.3.4 Deprivatization of Practice

Deprivatization of practice works together with reflective dialogue and collective inquiry. In order to remove isolation, teachers must engage in dialogue. They discuss gaps left by teaching materials and offer alternative ideas and supplemental materials. Teachers share and analyze student work samples and lesson plans, exposing their
practice to others and opening the door to collaborative improvement. It is also helpful to have teachers discuss ideas with teachers a grade below and above through vertical collaboration (Jacobs, 2010). This allows teachers to better understand prior and future expectations.

These issues can be overwhelming for a teacher working alone. Peers can be a source of insight and feedback which helps improve instruction. By sharing uncertainties about teaching, teachers can learn to talk about what it is they do when they are teaching and create a supportive environment (Warren-Little, 1999). The idea of collaboration is simple – get teachers together to discuss learning and teaching. However, without clearly defined norms, protocols, and purpose, many collaborative teams flounder and fail to directly influence increased student engagement and achievement (Secada & Adajian, 1997). The ILT process has potential to support this type of instructional improvement and teacher learning. In order to validate this conjecture, we studied teams as they engaged with the ILT process.

1.4 Research Questions

The research questions guiding this investigation are: 1) How does the ILT model influence teachers’ instructional practices? 2) In what ways does instructional, learning, and achievement discourse change over the course of the study? Four elements of professional learning communities were used to frame the findings from qualitative research methodologies employed to begin answering these questions. Additionally, rubrics developed by Newmann, Secada, and Wehlage (1995) and modified by Stewart and Brendefur (2005a) were used to frame discussions and analyze instruction.

2. Methods

A middle school and elementary school were selected to be part of the study, which included a multi-disciplinary middle school team and two elementary teams. Each school was located in the Intermountain West and was comprised of teachers with no single subject area expertise.

2.1 Participating Schools

Emery (pseudonym) is a middle school in the Intermountain West attended by approximately 700 6th-8th grade students. Forty teachers are employed on the instructional staff. While there is a building administrator to oversee daily operations, this district employs a chief educational officer or “CEO” and an instructional guide to direct instruction for this and two other schools. The ILT at this school was composed of a team leader and five teachers. Although they were in close physical proximity to one another, these teachers did not share similar grade levels or curricular subject areas. They taught a variety of subjects, including art, special education, language arts, world history, and Title One reading. The team decided upon developing teaching strategies for using writing in their classrooms as their focus, and met 12 times after school from January to May for approximately two to three hours per week.

Wells (pseudonym) is an elementary Title One school with approximately 500 students Kindergarten through sixth grade and located in an urban city in the West. Fifty-four percent of the students received free or reduced lunch. This instructional learning team met regularly once a week throughout a semester. The team consisted of a second, third, two fourth, and one fifth grade teacher. They focused on both language arts and mathematics lessons. A team leader guided and oversaw the meetings teams.

2.2 Data Sources and Instruments

The first task of the team was to familiarize themselves with components of the Japanese lesson study and principles of intellectual quality. Three rubrics from Stewart and Brendefur (Stewart & Brendefur, 2005b) were used to score (1) the combined major tasks in the lesson plan, (2) classroom instruction, and (3) student work. All meetings and instructional sessions were videotaped. The video tape was used for both research purposes (described next) and for professional development purposes, which provided opportunity for critiquing, reflecting, modifying, and improving at all stages of the ILT cycle.

The goal for the ILTs was to create a lesson and move through the following process:

1) Lesson Plan Design: One teacher would take the lead and design and share a lesson plan. Each lesson plan had to include (a) goals and standards, (b) the key or major tasks to be presented to students, and (c) any follow up questions or formative assessments.
2) **Score Task(s):** Through structured conversation, the ILT scored the lesson they had designed, using the Task rubric. (Note: Each team was part of a 15 hour professional development session facilitated before school started where they learned how to use the Intellectual Quality rubrics).

3) **Modify Tasks:** Based on the task scoring and team conversations, the lesson plan and tasks are modified.

4) **Teach and Video:** Team members observe one teacher teaching the modified lesson plan, while the facilitator videotapes the instruction. Each member observes one group or area of the room and takes notes on students’ actions and responses to the task and questions posed by the teacher. Many times the lesson covered one to three approximately fifty minute lessons.

5) **Score Instruction Rubric:** At the next meeting, the team members watch the videos or excerpts from them and critique the instruction using the Instruction rubric.

6) **Collect and Score Student Work:** The team member teaching the lesson collects student work from the taught lesson(s). At the following ILT meeting, each team member sorts student work into low, medium and high level samples and evaluates the work using the Student Work rubric.

7) **Modify Lesson:** Based on their critique of student learning, the team members make additional modifications to the lesson. They revisit the lesson and honed instruction to the point which, ideally, they know what part of the instruction was responsible for advancing learning, and what part was not effective.

8) Repeat the cycle (steps 1-9) for new lessons.

Throughout this study, all lessons were videotaped as they were taught and the student work collected following the conclusion of the lesson(s). Using the rubrics as the evaluation framework, the teams met to critique the instruction and the student work. These discussions were audio-taped by project personnel. In addition, team documentation was collected, including team notes, agendas, rubrics, and video tapes.

### 2.3 Data Analysis

To analyze the data (videos of lesson plans and audio-tapes of the ILT sessions) we used a general inductive approach (Thomas, 2006) and qualitative techniques (Erickson, 1986; Schatzman & Strauss, 1973; Wolcott, 1994). All video and audio data were transcribed. Then, our process included a first read of the data in which initial and general coding took place. To ensure reliability of the codes, two readers discussed their results until consensus was reached. Through this process, general themes were identified. These themes emerged from both the literature review and this initial reading and are described below.

The general themes were then utilized to frame a second and more intense reading of the data. During this reading, categories within each of the themes were identified. Two readers met, discussed and refined the coding until consensus was reached. At this point, general assertions, largely through induction, were made for each category. The data were read a third time to search for confirming and disconfirming evidence to justify the assertions. Classes of data were organized and relationships were drawn, where possible, between these classes. These relationships allowed further analysis.

Initially, the general themes were found based on the literature and the reading: construction of knowledge, depth of inquiry, and value beyond instruction. Through a second read of the data, categories within each theme were coded using elements of PLCs: shared norms and values, focus on student learning, reflective dialogue and collective inquiry, and deprivatization of practice.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Shared Norms and Values

3.1.1 Emery

Louis, Kruse, & Marks (1996) state that “shared values find expression in school practice” (p.181). Although Emery’s Website states “Our mission is to challenge students to become confident, self-directed, lifelong learners who are responsible citizens within their communities,” some members of this instructional learning team were initially concerned about shared norms and values because of their mixed subject areas and curricular differences. They questioned whether they would be able to come together to improve instruction and raise student achievement.

The supportive environment of the team, however, allowed these teachers to express their concerns over differing curricular areas and instructional techniques. “Because our team was made up of teachers from different disciplines
and differing levels of experience,” one team member wrote, “we got varied perspectives.” And as Louis et al. (1996) describes, “when exchanges are most fruitful, colleagues air differences in a context of trust and respect for each other’s professional skills and contributions to the school community” (p. 187), thereby increasing shared norms and values.

As the team from Emery progressed through the instructional learning team process, the use of the intellectual quality principles helped focus and strengthen the shared values and norms across disciplinary boundaries. The art teacher commented, “I had always limited my writing assignments to short journal responses to art images. Yet through the use of the planning guides and other helpful materials, as well as strategies seen at work in other classrooms, such as peer review and the effective use of rubrics, I developed a longer term writing unit.” Another teacher wrote, “our experience attests to the fact that teachers, working together for a common goal, create a synergy that yields results often surpassing an individual’s results.”

3.1.2 Wells

Visual evidence of shared norms and values was evident in Wells. Each hallway was carefully decorated with posters showing different values such as “Trust” and “Honesty.” Teachers purposefully modeled and reinforced these values and expected both students and other adults to do the same. All teachers in Wells also participated in a district-wide continuous school improvement model and accompanying guidebooks were usually open and in use on teachers’ desks. Although these instructional learning teams began with a more common curriculum and grade level than that of Emery, they also grew closer in shared values and norms as they made use of authentic pedagogy. A fifth-grade teacher wrote, “By the time we put our lessons together, we were beginning to think with the rubrics in mind,” demonstrating a new norm emerging.

3.2 Collective Focus on Student Learning

3.2.1 Emery

As they progressed through the instructional learning team process and became familiar with authentic pedagogy, the focus on student learning increased and became more collective in Emery. While they first concentrated on the instruction rubrics, they soon saw the value of scoring student work and aligning it with instructional change. A language arts teacher wrote, “I marvel at the growth of student performance throughout the revision process as evidenced by our ILT outcomes.” The team leader added, “Although we taught different subjects, the ultimate goal was the same, we wanted to help our students become better writers. Examination of the student work samples of three of our members offer us hope that by May, student writing improved. In each of their classes we found evidence of student growth in voice, elaboration, organization and conventions. We can link their improvements to student tasks that showed high levels of value beyond school, construction of knowledge, and higher order thinking skills.” The school CEO commented, “my involvement in the ILT program has allowed me to gain knowledge of leadership strategies that support a school culture of high expectations, continuous improvement, and learning communities that advance student achievement.”

3.2.2 Wells

Although the instructional learning team meetings contained reflective dialogue at Wells, the short and hurried before-school times of the meetings limited the deepness of discussion and reflection. The team only watched portions of the videotaped lesson. And, they scored the instruction, tasks, and student work in the same session. Even with a lack of truly deep reflection, however, team members still felt the results of reflective dialogue. A fifth-grade teacher commented, “There is more focus on our desired result.” A third grade teacher stated, “By looking at the scores of student work, we see what expectations we have for kids. At first we were shocked by how low the scores were, but over time we started to change the tasks we gave students and asked them deeper questions.”

3.3 Reflective Dialogue

3.3.1 Emery

Each meeting of the instructional learning team at Emery contained significant amounts of reflective dialogue. Predictably, even more useful and focused reflection occurred as team members became more comfortable with each other, with authentic pedagogy, and with the use of the rubrics. The meetings had no time limit and took place after school, yet, one teacher commented “Our afternoon meetings might appear to be a sacrifice; however, I found them energizing and stimulating. After each session, I left with a renewed vigor to apply new insights in my classes.” The reading teacher wrote, “We bring lessons to be scrutinized by our colleagues without the fear of being ridiculed. I felt I was being mentored in the truest sense of the word. As we spent time together, we learned to value each
other’s opinions." The history teacher added, “We learned to stick to the language of the rubric and offer ways to increase the quality of each person’s instruction. We had a powerful, thoughtful, and helpful team. This personal interaction has been priceless to me.” Even more powerful were comments from the team leader, who wrote “These…individuals took the groups’ reflections, critique, and comments to the heart of their instructional practice, made deep revisions in their work, and saw growth in student skill as a result.”

3.3.2 Wells

Critiquing lessons, applying rubrics, and viewing videotaped lessons created a venue for reflective dialogue. Rich discussion led to a deeper understanding of authentic pedagogy and student learning. By revisiting the lesson and discussing it, the teacher’s honed the instruction until they knew what part of the instruction was responsible for advancing learning, and what part was not effective. The ILT teachers discussed changes they would make next time and then modified the lesson.

As a result of this reflective dialogue regarding collecting and scoring student work teachers became aware that students had trouble communicating mathematics. This led to an interesting discussion of the gaps in mathematics education. Explaining the process of solving problems, their application to real life and connections to previous concepts is not traditionally expected of students. Ideas to resolve these issues and interventions to help remove these gaps were discussed.

Teachers on the team were able to witness the scaffolding effect of a fraction lesson and discuss the various levels of students’ development. The third grade teacher understood what the second grade teacher taught and what she should pass on as a knowledge base to fourth grade and so on. Due to the collaborative effort and communication among these teachers their expectations were made known and adjustments in taught lessons occurred.

Discussions were considered the most powerful part of the ILT process. As a group, discussing the lessons each created is where the team experienced the idea of reflective dialogue and vertical teaming in action. Because grades 2, 3, 4 and 5 were represented each member contributed expertise from their grade level. The scaffolding effect was prominent. Each contributed questioning strategies, resources (books, videos, and manipulatives) and assessment methods that worked for them at their grade level. The task rubric guided them. The scoring scale of this rubric was one through four. They would discuss the requirement of each level and make suggestions such that they could raise the level. It was noted that some tasks were designed to be at the one level and that was okay; not all tasks were meant to be scored at the high end of rubric. For example the second grade teacher asked students to write a fraction on their white boards and flash it to the class. This is a basic task and scored a one on the rubric. This task served its main purpose to determine whether students could demonstrate an ability to write a fraction.

3.4 Deprivatization of Practice

3.4.1 Emery

As stated previously, “by sharing uncertainties about practice, teachers learn new ways to talk about what they do…the typical norm of individual autonomy is diminished, and teachers become committed to practicing their craft in public ways” (Louis, Kruse, & Marks, 1996, p.183). The team members from Emery were initially nervous at the thought of being videotaped and critiqued by other team members. As team members became more comfortable with this process and the use of rubrics to comment upon and change instruction, they indeed began to practice their craft in a more public way. The compelling element of the group, the team leader wrote, “is the manner in which they came together to critique and support each other to improve their classroom practice.”

3.4.2 Wells

Team members at Wells were reluctant to videotape themselves during classroom instruction. A few teachers finally consented and when they began discussions, their attitudes changed. Lively conversation began within the ILT meetings and all the teachers said they left excited and motivated to continue this process. The more they worked together the more comfortable they became with their contributions to the group. They established a level of trust. This will be beneficial if the program expands. One teacher suggested that perhaps the level of trust was high because they did not teach the same grade. There was not the feeling of competition. Collaboration exposed them to where they were at that time, what they wanted to pass on to the next grade and what they expected from the grades below them. A fifth grade teacher stated, “While the lesson is planned jointly, it hasn’t become prescriptive. Before, I might try a lesson one way, and if it didn’t work, it might be a difficult to find another effective way to teach the same concept. Now, I have a new mindset that tells me, if I don’t know how else to teach this, or if a few students are still having difficulty, it’s good to know I have other teachers to collaborate with.”
The ILT teachers expressed a major benefit of this process was the vertical teaming and communication among teachers at different grade levels: the process of deprivatization. Teachers discussed the various skills they wanted in a class when the class was passed on to the next grade. Each teacher discussed expectations of the students at each grade level.

4. Discussion

It was found that the manner in which teachers engaged in conversation about instruction, learning, and achievement were qualitatively different. Teachers began to refer to their observations in terms closely aligned with those of authentic pedagogy. In addition, teachers were acculturated into a collaborative environment designed to foster reflection and systematic investigation.

Individually, teachers created a lesson and came together to score it using the task rubric as a guide. Using the rubric, teachers collaborated and modified their lessons. Then teachers’ video-taped instruction and gathered student work. At subsequent meetings they used rubrics to rank their instruction and student work. This process led to deeper discussion of how to modify the current and future lessons. Teachers expressed a major benefit in this process. By using the process of the Japanese Lesson Study with the focus of the Intellectual Quality rubrics, the team’s ability to discuss, interpret and change their practices was heightened.

All ILT teachers stated the structure of the lesson plan cycle, the process of scoring rubrics, and the collaboration among peers changed the way they wrote, taught and evaluated lessons. Teachers identified the following factors as contributing to their success: starting small, establishing a level of trust among team members, setting aside time to collaborate, learning about the ILT model, planning for the logistics of videotaping instruction, keeping track of the data, and supportive administrators.

Analysis of these two schools and the interaction of their instructional learning team process, use of intellectual quality, and the elements common to professional learning communities yields mixed results. While both teams had some elements of professional learning communities at their inception, they actually acquired more of these elements as they progressed through the instructional learning team process and used the standards of intellectual quality to change instructional practices. Although further study is necessary, these teams may not have acquired these elements had they not used the intellectual quality rubrics.

Because of the length of their meetings and the ability to have deep and focused reflective dialogue, it also appeared that the instructional learning team from Emery more deeply internalized the elements of a professional learning community and the elements of authentic pedagogy. This internalization and resulting change of instructional practice impacted the types of student work they sought for and based on testimony from the teams began to improve student achievement and understanding. They also deprivatized their practice to a greater extent, consistently focused on student learning, and more effectively collaborated as a team. In fact, the team at Emery was so successful; the entire school began participation in this process.

While there were a few highly influential variables missing, such as active participation by administrators, all team members from both schools believed that their teams were successful and, although to varying extents, felt their practices and beliefs were changed. DuFour & Eaker (1998) state, “becoming a learning community is less like getting in shape than staying in shape—it is not a fad diet, but never-ending commitment to an essential, vital way of life” (p.28). A teacher from Emery echoed this very statement, commenting, “The instructional team philosophy is not just another fad or strategy to tryout in the classroom; rather, it has the potential to bring about a virtual revolution in teacher practices that can in turn have a powerful impact on student learning!”

According to Desimone (2009), in order to connect improved student outcomes to professional development, clear links must be established between the professional development experiences and, then, changes in teachers’ knowledge, beliefs and attitudes, their instructional practices, and students’ improved achievement. This study is not claiming improved instruction, but is clearly providing evidence of professional development experiences that may help teachers navigate which practices are effective and to what degree. This is an invaluable tool as we move toward implementing the practice and content standards in the Common Core State Standards (NGA, 2010) and sustaining the continuous improvement efforts of learning communities.
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